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It is shown that a band-l imited processx(t) -- ~ akF(t -- tk), where  
• .. a~, ak+1, ..- is a stationary sequence of random variables and  
tk's are equally spaced arrival t imes of e lementary  waveforms F(t), 
is stationary in the wide sense if and  only if an equally spaced interval 
length between successive arrival t imes is not larger than Shannon's  
IW where  W is a max imum frequency of x(t). This sampl ing  period ~ , 
result is utilized for generation by  computer  of a stationary Gauss ian 
process when power spectrum of the process is band-limited. 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 
x(t) A random process 
ak Random varables 
F(t) Elementary waveform 
tk Arrival time of kth waveform 
T Period of arrival time 
fl(f) Fourier transform of F(t) 
W Maximum frequency 
E(  ) Symbol denoting expectation value 
r~ Correlation coefficient between a~ and a~+~ 
a(t) Some random process 
S(W', t) Shannon's ampling function 
~(f)  Power spectral density 
I 
We consider andom processes of the form 
x(t) = ~ a~( t -  t~), (1) 
k~oO 
a superposition of elementary waveforms F(t) modulated by random 
variables ak's. When arrival times t~'s of waveforms F(t) are randomly 
distributed and the sequence of random variables • • • ak, a~+l, • • • is 
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stationary, process (1) is known to be a stationary random process. If 
further ak's are mutually independent and average number of wave 
forms arriving in unit time becomes large, the process (1) approaches a 
Gaussian process as is well known in a study of shot noise. 
In this note, we consider the process (1) with tk's periodic in time with 
a period T. Therefore, 
tk = kT  + to, k = 0, 4-1, 4-2, . . .  (2) 
where to is arbitrary but fixed. Power spectral density of such processes 
has been theoretically derived by Lawson and Uhlenbeek (1950), 
Middleton (1960) and perhaps others. Rainel (1961) tried to generate 
Gaussian oise having a uniform power spectral density to extremely low 
frequency applying to a low pass filter a periodic pulse train obtained by 
periodic sampling of a random noise. His process reduces to (1) if we 
interpret hat his sampled values of the original random noise cor- 
respond to ak's and a response function of his low pass filter to F( t ) .  But 
a problem of stationarity of the process (1) has not been considered by 
these authors, and it is the purpose of this note to examine this problem 
correctly when the process is band-limited. 
II 
As is stated in Section I, we consider the process (1) with t~"s periodic 
in time as shown in (2). We shall assume that the elementary waveform 
F( t )  is band-limited by W, i.e., that 
~(f) = 0 for [fl->- W (3) 
where ~(f) is Fourier transform of F( t )  
F a(f)  = F( t )  exp { -  2~jft} dr. ao 
Then we can show that our process (1) is stationary in the wide s~n~e 
when the following two conditions are satisfied. 
A) Discrete-parameter process-., ak, ak+l, .-- is stationary in the 
wide sense, that is, both E(ak) = a and E(akak+~) = r~ do not depend 
on k. 
1 B) Period T of tk's is not larger than Shannon's ampling period 2-7~ 
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of the process which is band-limited by W, that is, 
1 T < 
= 2W" 
We: restate the above argument in the form of a theorem. 
T~OR~.M 1. Random process (1) with F (t) band-limited by W and with 
t~'s periodic in time is stationary in the wide sense if  and only if conditions 
A)  ~ and B) above are both Satisfied. 
Proof. If condition A) is satisfied, we have 
Eix(t)]  ~-~ E(ak)F( t  - tk) = a ~ F( t  - tk) 
k 
W 
= a ~ I drY(f) exp {2~rjf(t - tk)l (4) 
/¢  d-- W 
f V7 rdf~(f) { 27rjf( t -- ~ a / - e x p  to)} exp {--2~rjkfT} 
, / -w  k ~  
and 
E{z( t )x ( t -~  r)] 
= ~ E(akal)F(t  - tk)F(t -- t~ --~ r) 
= ~ E(ak ak+.)F(t -- tk)F(t -- tk+. -~- r) 
VL: = Er~ d fd f f l ( f ) f l * (S )  
. ~_~ , (4 ' )  
X ~ exp {2~rjf(t -- tk)} exp { --27rjf'(t -[- r -- t~+.) } 
k 
w W 
--- ~Z~ r, r r df d/~(f)fl*(f') exp {27rj(f- f'>(t - to>} 
n d.-- w #--- w 
X exp {2~-jf(nT - r)} ~ exp { -2v j ( f -  f ' )kT}  
k 
where ~* denotes complex conjugate of ft. Here we make use of the fol- 
lowing identitY 
_ 1"  (f  T )  ~:exp  {--2#kfT} ~m~ ~ -- • (5) 
1 Then if Condition B) T <- ~-W is met, we have from (4) and (4')' 
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a a 
g,  
E[x(t)] = -~ = f F(t) i ~(°) ~ dt 
and 
1E E[x(t)x(t + r)] = T , r~ d f fa ( f )  exp {2~ff(nT - r) l  
T r~ ~ dtF(t)F(t + r -- nT), 
so that it is shown that both E[z(t)] and E[x(t)x(t + r)] do not depend 
1 
on t. If T > ~ and condition (B) does not hold, terms for which m ~ 0 
in (5) will contribute to (4) and (4') and at least. E[x(t)x(t + r)] de- 
pends explicitly upon t. Lastly it is clear that condition A) is necessary 
for the stationarity of our process (1). Q.E.D. 
If we further assume that ak's be Gaussian random variables, we have 
the follo~ing theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Random process with F(t) band-limited by W and with 
tk' s periodic in time is a stationary Gaussian process if conditions A) and B) 
are both satiCed and if ak's are Gaussian random variables. 
The proof is easy and is omitted. This theorem is utilized to generate 
Gaussian process in digital computers. This fact will be discussed in 
Section III. 
Following consideration will be useful to clarify the meaning of 
Theorem 1. Let us define W' by W' = 1 ~-~ and consider stationary band- 
limited process a(t) whose maximum frequency is given by W and whose 
autocorrelation between time intervals nT are given by r, .  Then a(t) 
can be expanded in the following way by Shannon's wellknown sampling 
theorem 
a(t) = ~ a(tk)S(W', t - tk), 
where t~ is given by (2) and S(W t, t) is Shannon's ampling function with 
maximum frequency W' 
S(W' ,  t) - sin(27rW't) 
2vW't 
As shown in Fig. 1, let the signal a(t) pass through a fixed-parameter 
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-J zwt.~ (f) ] 
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.] 
FIG. 1. x(t) as an output of a linear filter 
linear filter with frequency characteristics 2WrY(f). Then output x(t) of 
the filter is calculated as follows. 
x(t) = a(t) • 2W'F(t)  
= 2W t ~ a(&)S(W' ,  t - &) , F ( t ) ,  
where • denotes the convolution of two time functions. If condition B) is 
met, then W' >= W and we have 
1 F(t), S(W' ,  t)*F(t) = 
so that 
x(t) = ~_, a(&)F(t -- &). 
k 
This is the same form as (1) and the process x(t) is stationary because 
it is derived by passing stationary process a(t) through fixed-parameter 
linear system. 
II I  
We can make use of Theorem 2 to generate stationary Gaussian 
process with a given power spectrum in digital computers. Let the power 
spectral density ~(f) be band-limited by W, that is, 
• (f) = 0 for If I>  W. 
Let ak's be mutually independent Gaussian random variables with mean 
0 and variance 2. They are generated as Gaussian random numbers in 
digital computers by an appropriate method. We determine F(t) by the 
following equations. 
/? F(t) = a(f) exp {2~'jft} dr, 
I~( f )  I ~ = ~(f)/2w~L 
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By using this F(t) and with a period satisfying condition B), we can 
calculate x(t) by equation (1) for any time t. We are planning to generate 
Gaussian process by the above method and to study some unl~nown 
statistical property of the process. 
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